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Currently the Western Central Banks are showing some signs of tightening their monetary 
policies after belated realising that inflation is more persistent than they had initially hoped. 
However, with the huge amounts of outstanding debt in the world they are between a rock and 
a hard place to curb inflation without causing a recession. 
 
It is a big ask. Raising interest rates will make borrowing more expensive for everyone, in 
particular for Western Governments that have run up national debts to the highest levels since 
the Second World War. The US sovereign debt amounts to about £28 trillion, equivalent to its 
annual gross domestic product (GDP). While US personal wealth shot up to a record $150 trillion 
in the fourth quarter of last year, thanks to stock market gains and rising property prices, 
personal debt also rose year on year. Since then, US equities have seen a sharp correction, 
rampant inflation is likely to erode their wealth further and wages are set to fall in real terms. A 
similar pattern can be seen in other western countries. The debt to GDP is probably worse in 
Europe where negative interest rates persist. 
 
Unsurprisingly, many pundits and industry figures are becoming increasingly bearish about the 
macro-economic environment – ranging from the likes of Elon Musk to Jamie Dimon, the boss if 
JP Morgan. The central banks currently believe that inflation can be brought down without 
sending the economy into a recession.  But it is highly likely that we will enter a period of 
STAGFLATION which is not good either for the economy or for financial assets. The other issue 
of concern is the cost of food and the likelihood of food shortages. The situation prior to the 
War in Ukraine was one of shortages and supply constraints; if food shortages really start to 
bite, it could have political ramifications (though I hope this does not arise, sadly I believe it is a 
real risk). 
 
Given the fragile state of the European economy amid a local war, it means that the EU is likely 
to suffer the most. It is my opinion that HARD ASSETS remain the place to be (Commodities and 
Gold and Silver).  At Charteris, we are positioned to take advantage of this with a strategy aimed 
at wealth protection, whereas the markets currently continue to ignore the reality around them.  
 
 
Terry Farrow is a senior fund manager at Charteris Treasury Portfolio Managers Ltd & manages 
the WS Charteris Global Macro Fund. 
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